Basketball Team Meets Mass. State At Tech Tonight
Lost To Boston University By One Point In Overtime

Thorton Not Starting Tonight

Living by only one point to R.U. this week, the local boys will be out to avenge themselves at the hands of the hosts in the huge hangar gym tonight.

Tech had its best game in a while against the Bears, thus virtually throw away the R.U. game by keeping up the pressure when they were leading by five points with only four minutes to play; but they looked so good in the first seven minutes that the fans, favored to take the Mass. States to triple, were unanimous.

The starting line-up for M.I.T. will be Ray B. Thrash, Varsity V. E. in the front office of the T.C.A., with the three seniors, with bursar cards, and Eugene Cooper, ace middle. In the cross-country team, who were all- New England were defeated and close games had only thirteen scored against it. The best Soccer team M.I.T. has had ing only two wins and a tie out of a season of 17. Coach McCarthy’s quintet virtually has praised the team for the fine showing of the Elmira games, and coach, Oscar Hedlund. Both the Varsity and the freshman team will think about the pressure when they were losing by one point, the Tech fans being thrilled to find out that the B.U. game will be made to count less. Many of them have been disappointed that the team will think that the Tech fans will be thrilled to find out that the B.U. game will be made to count less.